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Diffusive instabilities in heterogeneous systems
Vladimir K. Vanag and Irving R. Epstein
Department of Chemistry and Volen Center for Complex Systems, MS 015, Brandeis University, Waltham,
Massachusetts 02454-9110

~Received 8 May 2003; accepted 16 July 2003!

We investigate the behavior of a system composed of two small identical water droplets loaded with
an activator-inhibitor system possessing only a single stable steady state and coupled through a
third, ‘‘signaling’’ species able to diffuse through the interdroplet medium. Depending on whether
the third species is coupled to the activator or the inhibitor, the system can exhibit wave instability,
which is equivalent to out-of-phase oscillations, or Turing instability, which is equivalent to the birth
of two new stationary steady states. For a large interdroplet gap, equivalent to a large time delay,
droplets can undergo synchronous, in-phase oscillations. Our analysis can be extended to a system
of many coupled in-line droplets, as we illustrate. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent discoveries of Turing patterns, antispira
standing and packet waves in the Belousov–Zhabotin
~BZ! reaction dispersed in aerosol OT~AOT! water-in-oil
microemulsions1–3 call for a deeper understanding of the n
ture of diffusive instabilities in heterogeneous media. In
seminal paper,4 Turing predicted two types of diffusive in
stabilities in homogeneous media, one of which~now gener-
ally known as the Turing instability! generates stationary pa
terns that are periodic in space, while the other~sometimes
called the finite wavelength or oscillatory Turing instabilit
and referred to here as the wave instability, though no u
versally accepted terminology has yet emerged! produces
patterns periodic both in time and in space. For the Tur
instability, an eigenvalueL of the Jacobian matrix evaluate
at a stationary state of the system is real and has a pos
maximum at wave numberk0.0. For the wave instability, a
complex eigenvalue has positive real part Re~L! for some
range ofk and exhibits a maximum of Re~L! at some finite
k0 . The characteristic wavelength of Turing patterns
waves ~traveling or standing!, l0 is equal to 2p/k0 ~note
that the wave instability can also produce trigger waves
which case the wavelengthl0 , has a different form5!.

In analyzing reaction-diffusion media, Turing explore
two mathematical approaches: continuous and discrete4 In
the latter case, the medium was described as a set of ‘‘s
reactors’’ connected through mass exchange terms
kex(un211un1122un), where u is the concentration o
some species~a ‘‘morphogen’’ in Turing’s terminology! and
n is the reactor index. The two lines of attack have given r
to two scientific directions: ‘‘pattern formation’’ and
‘‘coupled oscillators.’’ Both of these approaches play imp
tant roles in biology and other branches of science wh
nonlinear processes and complex behavior are found. H
ever, despite occasional allusions to their similarity,6,7 these
two directions have developed nearly independently of
other. We shall show that both of these approaches are u
7290021-9606/2003/119(14)/7297/11/$20.00
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for analyzing heterogeneous systems and shall commen
how they overlap.

Smale7 was probably the first to apply Turing’s method
ology to the problem of diffusive coupling between tw
identical cells. Using a coupling term of the formkex(z1

2z2), wherez1 and z2 represent concentrations in the tw
cells, he showed that cells with a single stable steady s
~SS! can oscillate as a result of the coupling, a phenome
now known as rhythmogenesis. Almost all subsequent wo
on ‘‘coupled cells’’ or ‘‘coupled oscillators’’ have used thi
coupling term, thus ignoring the intercellular space, which
always present.

In this paper, we consider a simple, heterogeneous, o
dimensional system consisting of two identical reactors an
gap between them~Fig. 1!. We may think of these reactors a
living cells or water droplets in a microemulsion~where the
gap is an oil!. Unlike AOT microemulsions, which have
nanometer-size droplets, we consider larger droplets wit
size l R comparable to or smaller than typical experimenta
observed wavelengthsl0 , which are in the range 10–20
mm.1,8 Each reactor contains an activator~u!, an inhibitor~n!,
and a third speciesw that is linearly coupled either withu or
with n. In the reactors, the three species have identical
fusion coefficients,Du5Dv5Dw . Only speciesw can dif-
fuse into the gap, within whichDu5Dv5u5n50. Thus the
two reactors communicate with each other only by means
the ‘‘signaling’’ moleculesw.

Two parameters typically play major roles in determi
ing the behavior of coupled systems: the coupling stren
and the time delay associated with transfer between s
systems. The importance of delay was demonstrated rece
in investigations of ‘‘phase death’’ or ‘‘amplitude death,’’ i.e
the cessation of oscillations when two identical oscillato
are coupled with a moderate delay.9–11 An analogous result
was obtained some time ago for coupled chemi
oscillators.12,13 In that work, a controllable time delayt was
deliberately introduced into the experimental configurat
and was explicitly included in the model equations. Holz a
Schneider12 also produced rhythmogenesis by coupling tw
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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identical SS’s with a time delay. Without a delay, two ide
tical SS’s cannot produce in-phase~synchronous!
oscillations.14 With time delay, in-phase oscillations wer
obtained.12 The effect of time delay~and coupling strength!
on excitation circulating over coupled cells has also be
studied.15 In our system, time delay is introduced through t
diffusion of speciesw across the gap.

To gain insight into the behavior of the system in Fig.
we apply both the continuous and the discrete approac
Before tackling the full system, we explore the behavior
two approximate representations. In the first~system A!, we
take the pattern formation approach, and consider a o
dimensional system in which the effects of separation i
drops and a gap are replaced by a redefinition of the di
sion coefficients. The second model~system B! employs the
coupling point of view and replaces the full system by tw
coupled zero-dimensional~well-mixed reactor! subsystems.
We ~i! carry out a linear stability analysis of the partial d
ferential equations~PDE’s! for system A and of the ordinary
differential equations~ODE’s! for system B;~ii ! solve the
algebraic equations for the steady states of system B, w
may differ from the single steady state of the isolated
coupled reactor; and~iii ! numerically integrate the PDE’s fo
the full heterogeneous system as well as the equations fo
approximate systems. These approaches will allow us
only to understand the system behavior better, but also
draw together the languages and terminology of ‘‘pattern f
mation’’ and ‘‘coupled oscillators’’ to enrich our understan
ing of Turing patterns, wave instability, rhythmogenesis, o
of-phase and in-phase oscillations. We demonstrate
patterning and coupling have much in common, especiall
we are interested in identical ‘‘small reactors’’ confined to
region comparable in extent with the characteristic patte
wavelengthl0 . We are investigating rhythmogenesis a
patterning in two coupled identical spatially extended s
systems, each of which possesses a single steady state
alone. We therefore refer to ‘‘coupled cells~or reactors!’’
rather than ‘‘coupled oscillators,’’ since our subsystems
not exhibit bulk oscillations@Re(L),0 at k50].

In Secs. II and III we consider two cases, when the s
naling moleculew is coupled only with the inhibitorn or
only with the activatoru, respectively. Some investigation
notably those of Stolyarovet al.,16 have stressed that th
result of coupling depends upon the nature of the varia
‘‘fast’’ or ‘‘slow,’’ by which the two subsystems are coupled
In this paper we shift emphasis and point out that the o
come of coupling is determined largely by whether it is t
activator or the inhibitor variable through which the coupli

FIG. 1. Heterogeneous system of two droplets~reactors! and a gap.
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occurs, regardless of the time scale on which these varia
change.

II. COUPLING THROUGH THE INHIBITOR:
TURING INSTABILITY

Our system, shown in Fig. 1, has total length

L52l R1g ~1!

and zero-flux boundary conditions at its ends. In the case
interaction between the inhibitor and the signaling spec
each reactor droplet may be described by the following eq
tions:

]u/]t5 f ~u,n!1Du]2u/]x2, ~2!

]n/]t5g~u,n!2cn1dw1Dv]2n/]x2, ~3!

]w/]t5cn2dw1Dw]2w/]x2, ~4!

wherec andd are positive constants.
To be more specific, most of our numerical simulatio

employ the abstract Brusselator model,17 with

f ~u,n!5a2~11b!u1u2n, ~5!

g~u,n!5bu2u2n, ~6!

though other, more chemically relevant functionsf (u,n) and
g(u,n) may be chosen, for example, the Lengyel–Epst
model18 for the chlorine dioxide-iodine-malonic acid rea
tion or the Oregonator model for the BZ reaction.19 It has
been shown previously16 for two coupled identical oscillators
that the results of coupling are largely independent of
details of the chemical system, i.e., the functionsf (u,n) and
g(u,n), if those functions satisfy some basic requireme
for activator-inhibitor systems with positive and negati
feedbacks.

A. Linear stability analysis: PDE—homogeneous
system A-I

Our first step is to construct a homogeneous system
mimics the behavior of our full heterogeneous system,
cluding the gap. We can then apply standard linear stab
analysis to the corresponding PDE’s to calculate where
most positive eigenvalue passes through zero and wher
real part reaches a maximum. This analysis will permit us
find a range ofg where the system exhibits interesting b
havior. Speciesu andn cannot diffuse through the gap, i.e
no molecules ofu or n from the left reactor can reach th
right reactor and vice versa. To obtain our homogeneous
proximation, in which there is no difference between t
reactor and the gap, we therefore set the diffusivities ofu and
n to zero, despite the fact that they do diffuse inside
actual droplets. Thus we putDu5Dv50 andDwÞ0 in Eqs.
~2!–~4! and study these equations in a homogeneous sys
of lengthL52l R1g, which we refer to as system A-I. Late
we shall verify this approach by comparison with simu
tions of the full heterogeneous model.

Under these assumptions, the characteristic equatio
general form is
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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U f u2L f v 0

gu gv2c2L d

0 c 2d2L2k2Dw

U5D02k2DwD150,

~7!

where

D05~ f u2L!~gv2c2L!~2d2L!2cd~ f u2L!

2 f vgu~2d2L!, ~8!

D15~ f u2L!~gv2c2L!2 f vgu , ~9!

and f u , f v , gu , gv are the partial derivatives off (u,n) and
g(u,n) with respect tou andn, respectively. For the Bruss
elator model, the steady states areuSS5a, nSS5b/a, and
wSS5cb/(ad), and a typical dispersion curve is presented
Fig. 2~a! as (Re1, Im1). We see that Re(L)>0 and Im(L)
50 for wave numbersk>kmin (kmin is denoted ask12T), i.e.,
we have a Turing instability. This result implies that, if o
homogeneous approach withDu5Dv50 is valid, Turing in-
stability can arise in heterogeneous systems like those sh
in Fig. 1 even with equal diffusion coefficients of all speci
in the droplets. Earlier, Turing-like patterns with equal diff
sion coefficients were predicted for homogeneous syst
with flow ~convective! terms20,21 or for finite perturbations
~subcritical Turing bifurcation!,22 as well as for heteroge
neous systems with special conditions like anomalous di
sion.

For Du5Dv50, Re~L! does not have a maximum, bu
rather a plateau ask→`. To obtain a maximum,Du must be
positive. A dispersion curve for small but nonzeroDu is
shown in Fig. 2~a! as curve 3. Since the system lengthL is
comparable withl0 , it is useful to present dispersion curve
as a function ofL, replacing the wave numberk by mp/L.
The dependence of Re~L! on L for the modesm51 ~half a
wavelength!, m52 ~one wavelength!, andm54 ~two wave-
lengths! are shown in Fig. 2~b!. As the characteristic wave
length we choselT52p/kmin . If L.0.5lT , Turing struc-
tures with half a wavelength (m51) become unstable
@Re(L),0#. More generally, themth mode becomes unstab
when L.mlT/2. For our case of two coupled ‘‘small reac
tors,’’ the m51 Turing structure has one reactor in a stea

FIG. 2. ~a! Dispersion curves for systems A-I and B-I and Brusselator mo
with a53.06, b57, c52, d55. Abscissa showsk2Dw for system A-I,k1

for system B-I. Dw5100, Dv50, Du5(Re1) 0, ~curve 3! 0.1. Im
5Im(L)/5. Curves Re1 and 3 are independent ofr. Re2 ~Re2-2! and Im2
~Im2-2! are obtained atr 50.1 ~0.19!. When Re150, k[kmin50.421 31 and
k1[k12T517.77. When Re250, k15k12cr . For curve Re2-2, Re~L! is
negative at anyk1 . ~b! System A. Transformed curve Re1 in~a! for k
5mp/L, lT52p/kmin514.91, modesm51, 2, 4.
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state above and the other in a steady state below the ho
geneous steady state (uSS). We show later how to find thes
new steady states, which correspond to the maxima
minima of the Turing patterns in the corresponding syste
of infinite length.

B. Linear stability analysis: Coupled ODE: System B-I

Since the reactors~or droplets! and the gap are quite
small, we now make the approximation that each is perfe
homogeneous due to diffusive mixing and represent the
fects of the gap linking the two droplets by the geomet
parameter

r 5 l R /g ~10!

and phenomenological rate constantsk1 andk2 that charac-
terize the coupling between the reactors viaw. Under these
conditions, system B-I in the geometry shown in Fig.
~three coupled in-line reactors! is described by the following
ODE’s:

du1 /dt5 f ~u1 ,n1!, ~11!

dn1 /dt5g~u1 ,n1!2cn11dw1 , ~12!

dw1 /dt5cn12dw12k1w11k2w3 /r , ~13!

dw3 /dt522k2w31rk1~w11w2!, ~14!

du2 /dt5 f ~u2 ,n2!, ~15!

dn2 /dt5g~u2 ,n2!2cn21dw2 , ~16!

dw2 /dt5cn22dw22k1w21k2w3 /r . ~17!

Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to subsystems~drops! 1 and 2, re-
spectively, while subscript 3 refers to the gap. The ter
k2w3 /r , 2k1w1 , and2k1w2 in Eqs. ~13! and ~17! and all
terms in Eq.~14! describe the rates of mass transfer betwe
adjacent reactors~gap and two droplets! of different volumes
~proportional to the lengthsl R andg!.

In Eqs. ~11!–~17!, we may view k1 as the coupling
strength andk2 as inversely correlated with the time dela
for communication, mediated byw, between the reactors
The parametersk1 andk2 , however, are not independent o
one another, and are related by the volume ratior and the
partition coefficientP of w between the reactor and the ga
The partition coefficient, which depends upon the thermo
namic properties ofw and the solvents in the reactors and t
gap, gives the equilibrium ratio of concentrations,P
[w1s /w3s5w2s /w3s , in the absence of reaction~transport
only!, where the subscripts denotes steady state. Substitutin
these expressions forP into Eq. ~14! at steady state, when
dw3 /dt50, yields

k25Prk1 ~18!

which suggests, as intuition implies, that the time de
should increase with the size of the gap and decrease
k1P, i.e., with the relative ease with whichw moves between
the two reactors. Note that Eq.~18! simply expresses the

l
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relation between rate constantsk1 andk2 and the equilibrium
ratio P. Substituting Eq.~18! into Eqs.~13!, ~14!, and ~17!,
we obtain

dw1 /dt5cn1-dw12k1~w12Pw3!, ~138!

dPw3 /dt52Prk1~2Pw32w12w2!, ~148!

dw2 /dt5cn22dw22k1~w22Pw3!. ~178!

To simplify the form of the equations, we can introduce
new variablew385Pw3 and a new parameterg85g/P ~or
r 85Pr), or simply putP51 without loss of generality. We
will refer to system~11, 12, 138, 148, 15, 16, 178) with P
51 as system B-I. The coupling constantk1 and the ratio
r 5 l R /g can be considered as the two independent par
eters that govern this system.

Linear stability analysis of system B-I gives the follow
ing characteristic equation:

~D02k1D1!~2k1rD 01LD02Lk1D1!50, ~19!

whereD0 andD1 are the same as in Eq.~7!. Comparing Eqs.
~7! and ~19!, we write

k15k2Dw . ~20!

The wave numberk is related to the total system lengthL
52l R1g. Approximately,k>p/L. Later we shall show tha
L in this relation must be modified slightly ifg@ l R . Note
that for large systems withL@l0 , the characteristic wave
length,l0 , is essentially independent of the system lengthL,
while in our case, whereL<l0 , the system length plays th
role of the characteristic wavelength. Equation~20! provides
an important relationship, which we shall employ later,
linking systems A-I and B-I. By combining Eqs.~18! and
~20! with k>p/L, we can expressk2

21, the time delay
caused byw, in terms ofDw , P and the geometry of the
system ask2

21>(2l R1g)2g/(p2PlRDw).
Since Eq.~19! contains two factors, we now have add

tional roots~eigenvalues!, which may lead to additional in
stabilities. The first term (D02k1D1), which is independen
of r, gives the same eigenvalues as Eq.~7!. A second eigen-
value with positive real part originates from the second f
tor in Eq. ~19!, (2k1rD 01LD02Lk1D1), and depends on
r. Its real and imaginary parts~with Brusselator kinetics! are
shown as Re2 and Im2, respectively, in Fig. 2~a!. We see that
Im2Þ0, when Re2.0, implying that the system can oscilla
when Re2.0. However, since for positive Re1 and Re
Re1.Re2 at allk1 andr, oscillations will not necessarily be
found. If the mode with larger Re~L! dominates, then only
the stationary half wavelength Turing structure will emerg
We test the system’s behavior numerically below. The dep
dence of the critical value ofk1 , k12cr , at which Re250
@Fig. 2~a!#, on r is shown as curve 2 in Fig. 4~a!. The value of
r at which Re2(L) becomes negative at anyk1 can be found
analytically from the cubic equation 2rD 02LD150. Typi-
cal examples of such dispersion curves are shown in
2~a! as curves Re2-2 and Im2-2. Ifr→0, then k12cr

→k12T . For k1 such thatk12T,k1,k12cr , only stationary
patterns occur.
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C. Steady states: ODE

In addition to the homogeneous steady state correspo
ing to the SS’s of the uncoupled subsystems, system B-I m
have additional, inhomogeneous steady states. With som
gebraic manipulation, after setting all the rates to zero,
can eliminate thewi , solve f (u,n)50 for n1s and n2s as
functions ofu1s andu2s , respectively, find the relationship

n2s5n1s22~11d/k1!g~u1s ,n1s!/c,

and finally substitute all these results into

g~u1s ,n1s!52g~u2s ,n2s!. ~21!

Equation~21! allows us to obtain a single algebraic equati
in u1 , which may be solved, numerically if necessary, for t
steady states.

For the Brusselator model, Eq.~21! gives

a2u1s52bu2s1u2s
2 n2s , ~22!

where n2s5n1s22(11d/k1)(a2u1s)/c, n1s5@(b11)u1s

2a#/u1s
2 , and u2s5$b116@(b11)224n2sa#1/2%/(2n2s).

The plus and minus signs in Eq.~22! correspond to the
higher and lower steady states, respectively, in reacto
Note that the steady states are independent ofr, since only
Eq. ~148! depends onr, and this expression does not ent
into the calculation of the SS’s.

How many additional SS’s, if any, occur depends in ge
eral upon the functionsf (u,n) andg(u,n). Here we exam-
ine our coupled Brusselator system.

Considered as a function ofu1 , Eq. ~22! is a rather com-
plex expression, the roots of which are the steady-state c
centrations ofu1 . In Fig. 3, we plot the quantity

H~u1!5c~n22n1!/d12~a2u1!~1/d11/k1! ~23!

which has the same roots as Eq.~22! and wheren15@(1
1b)u12a#/u1

2, andn25@(11b)(2a2u1)2a#/(2a2u1)2.
If k1,k12ST, where ST stands for subcritical Turing, E
~22! has only the homogeneous root,u15a ~curve 1!. If
k12ST,k1,k12T , expression~22! has five positive roots,

FIG. 3. FunctionH(u1), whose zeros give the steady states of system B
plotted for severalk1 . k15(1) 6.8, ~2! 7.5, ~3! 15, ~4! 20; a53.06,b57,
c52, d55. Local minimum and local maximum of the dotted curve (k1

5k12ST57.05) lying between curves 1 and 2 are tangent to the absc
k12T517.77 is the value ofk1 at which system B-I goes from having thre
roots to five anddH/du150 atu15uSS5a ~dotted curve between curves
and 4!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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and the steady stateuSS5a is still stable~curves 2, 3!. The
smallest and largest roots~around 0.6 and 5.6, respectively!
are also stable. These values approximate the minimum
maximum concentrations (umin andumax) of the Turing pat-
terns in the full heterogeneous system~2!–~4! @see Fig. 5~c!#
or in system A-I with small nonzeroDu @see curve 1 in Figs
5~a! and 5~b!#. In both cases, the smallest root matches
minimum of the Turing patterns almost exactly, but the T
ing maximum in system A-I is slightly smaller than the lar
est root due to ‘‘diffusive blurring.’’ Note also that the roo
in system B-I depend slightly onk1 ~see Fig. 3!, while the
maxima and minima of the Turing patterns must corresp
to the wave numberk at which Re~L! reaches its maximum
If k12T,k1 , expression~22! has three positive roots, an
steady stateuSS5a becomes unstable~curve 4!. The value
k12T found here as the transition from 5 to 3 solutions of t
steady-state equations for system B coincides with the v
k12T found earlier from linear stability analysis as the val
for the onset of Turing instability in system A-I, a strikin
link between the continuous and discrete approaches.
regionk12ST,k1,k12T is a region of bistability and corre
sponds tosubcritical Turing structures, as will be show
later in simulations. If, in this range ofk1 , the initial con-
centrations for subsystems 1 and 2 are chosen to corres
to the maximum and minimum roots (u15umin and u2

5umax), the system persists unchanged in time.

D. Numerical calculations: System B-I

To verify the results of the linear stability analysis, w
integrated the ODE’s for system B-I numerically at seve
k1 and r for the Brusselator model. For integrating th
ODE’s and PDE’s, we used the FlexPDE package.23 In all
cases, the initial concentrations~subscript 0! were chosen as
the homogeneous steady staten1205n2205nSS5b/a, and
w1205w2205w3205wSS5cb/(ad) with two types of
small perturbation for theu variable: symmetric and anti
symmetric. For symmetric perturbation,u1205u220

5uSS(110.001), uSS5a. For antisymmetric perturbation
u1205uSS(110.001) andu2205uSS(120.001). Results of
these simulations are presented in Fig. 4~a!. In the case of
antisymmetric perturbation, the final pattern does not dep
on r: if k1,k12T ~curve 1!, the final pattern is the homoge
neous steady state,u15u25uSS, n15n25nSS, w15w2

5w35wSS; if k12T,k1 , the final pattern is a new station
ary ‘‘Turing’’ steady state,u15umax, u25umin , n25nmax,
n15nmin . In the case of symmetric perturbation, the ‘‘Tu
ing’’ domain is divided by a curve that approximately coi
cides with the functionk12cr(r ) ~curve 2!. Below and to the
right of this curve, we obtain stationary Turing pattern
while above and to the left we find in-phase oscillations w
a time course like that found in the full system and shown
Fig. 5~d!.

We conclude that the positive eigenvalue Re1 obtai
from the first factor in Eq.~19!, (D02k1D1)50, is respon-
sible for the growth of antisymmetric perturbations, wh
the second positive eigenvalue, Re2, obtained fr
(2k1rD 01LD02Lk1D1)50 controls the growth of sym
metric perturbations.
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There exists a critical value ofc, ccr5a2/(b21) ~in gen-
eral, ccr5gv2 f vgu / f u), such that whenc,ccr , Re~L! is
negative for any wave numberk or coupling constantk1 for
systems A-I or B-I, respectively. Since Re1 is a monoto
cally increasing function ofk1 , ccr can be found by setting
D150, obtained from D02k1D150 as k1→`. When
Re(L),0, small perturbations of the homogeneous stea
state must decay. However, examination of system B-I,
veals that this system has five steady states~three stable and
two unstable! at c,ccr andk1.k12ST. A further increase in
k1 does not lead to transition from five roots to three, i.e.,
supercritical Turing bifurcation, as occurs in the case sho
in Fig. 3, wherec.ccr . This result implies that subcritica
Turing bifurcation can be found not only for system B-I, b
also for system A-I whenc,ccr , since both systems repre
sent the same heterogeneous spatially extended system~2!–
~4!. To demonstrate this phenomenon numerically, we cho
Du50.1 instead ofDu50 @see Fig. 2~a!#, since the plateau in
Re~L! in the latter case leads to special Turing patterns w
out a characteristic wavelength and causes the system to
member’’ any initial perturbations in the form of stationa
clusters. The results of our simulations of subcritical Turi
patterns are presented in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. To our knowl-
edge, subcritical Turing bifurcation in chemical systems h
been found only in the Lengyel–Epstein model24 and was
explained in that system by solving a set of amplitu
equations.25 Here we present another example of subcriti
Turing instability in a chemically plausible system and give
simple explanation based on analysis of the steady state
coupled subsystems.

FIG. 4. Parametric diagrams.a53.06, b57, c52, d55. ~a! System B-I.
Horizontal line 1 between SS and Turing domain isk15k12T . Line 2 is
k15k12cr . ~b!–~d! Full system~2!–~4!. Line 18 is (2l R1g)/lT50.5; lT

514.91; line 1 is (2l R1g8)/lT5p, p50.5; line 3 is the border for sub-
critical Turing bifurcation, (2l S1g8)/lT5p50.8; line 2 is transformed line
2 in ~a!. h, Turing pattern;1, SS; m, in-phase oscillations.~b! and ~c!
correspond to initial antisymmetric and symmetric small perturbation
homogeneous steady state, respectively. In~d!, initial pattern is a Turing
pattern.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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E. Numerical simulations and approximate analytic
results: Full system

The above analysis affords several insights into how
full heterogeneous system shown in Fig. 1 can behave
particular, we expect it to exhibit homogeneous SS, sup
and subcritical Turing patterns, and in-phase oscillations,
pending on the parameters and initial conditions. Here
explore the effects of geometry by independently varying
lengths of the reactorl R and the gapg. We simulate the full
Eqs. ~2!–~4! with Du5Dv5Dw in the two reactors andDu

5Dv5a5b5c5d5u5n50 in the gap. The results of ou
simulations are shown in Figs. 4~b!–4~d!. For small antisym-
metric perturbations of the initially homogeneous stea
state, most geometries lead to either Turing patterns or
original steady state. A small domain of in-phase oscillat
is found along the boundary between the SS and Turing
mains at relatively largeg and smalll R . Examples of Turing
patterns and in-phase oscillations are shown in Figs. 5~c! and
5~d!, respectively.

We now seek to utilize our analysis of systems A-I a
B-I to find an analytical expression for the boundary betwe
the SS and Turing domains in the full heterogeneous sys
In the homogeneous approximation, setting Re(L)50 for
modem51, gives

L/lT5p50.5 ~24!

FIG. 5. Modesm51 ~a! and m52 ~b! of subcritical Turing patterns in
system A-I.c5(curve 1) 2,~curve 2! 1.5, @ccr5a2/(b21)51.5606#; Du

50.1; Dv50, L/lT5(a) 0.2786,~b! 0.66; lT514.15652p/kT , k5kT

when Re(l)50. Re~L! has a positive maximum atk050.810 55 forc52
~curve 1!. Re(L),0 at any wave numberk for c51.5 ~curve 2!. Concentra-
tion profile of curve 1 was taken as initial pattern that resulted in curve
For parameters of curve 2, small initial perturbation of the homogene
steady-state decays.~c! Turing pattern for full heterogeneous system~2!–
~4!. r 50.01, l R /lT50.165; lT514.91; L55.0856.Du5Dv5Dw5100 in
the reactors andDu5Dv50 and Dw5100 in the gap;c52, curve ‘‘w’’
is 10(w20.8). ~d! oscillations ofu at l R /lT50.01 andg/lT510. Period
of oscillation varies with l R and g. In all frames, a53.06, b57,
d55, Dw5100.
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at the onset of Turing instability@see Fig. 2~b!#. In the actual
system,L52l R1g, which, combined with Eq.~24!, gives
curve 18 in Fig. 4~c!. We observe that this expression acc
rately represents the boundary between SS and Turing
terns only for smallg and largel R . To obtain a better ex-
pression for the boundary, we should take into account
the length in Eq.~24! is that of the homogeneous system th
best approximates the full heterogeneous system, i.e., sy
A-I, which is not necessarily identical toL. We write instead
of Eq. ~24!

L8/lT5p50.5. ~25!

Our analysis of system A-I implies that, for the modem
51 to persist,L8 should be less than or equal tolT/2. Figure
4~b! shows, however, that Turing patterns are found in
full system forg.lT . How can the lengthL8 for the homo-
geneous approximation be expressed in terms of the ac
g? For very small gaps (g!lT), the difference between th
homogeneous approximation and the full heterogeneous
tem should be negligible, and we should haveL85L. As the
gap grows, we must haveL8,plT for any values ofg andl R

in order for them51 Turing pattern to occur. A simple
smooth function ofg that satisfies these conditions is

g85plTg/~plT1g! ~26!

which can be considered as the effective gap length of s
tem A-I. We then write

L852l R1g852l R1plTg/~plT1g!5plT . ~27!

Expression~27!, shown as curve 1 in Figs. 4~b!–4~d!, affords
a much more satisfactory description of the boundary
tween the SS and Turing domains.

With symmetric perturbation@Fig. 4~c!#, the domain of
in-phase oscillation is significantly larger. To find the lin
separating the Turing and in-phase oscillation domains in
full system, we combine the results obtained in the coup
reactor approximation~system B-I! shown in Fig. 4~a! and
the Turing wavelength obtained in the spatially extended
mogeneous system A-I. We seek an expression that co
sponds to curve 2 in Fig. 4~a! for k12cr , but now in the
(g,l R) parameter plane. To translatek12cr from the (r ,k1) to
the (g,l R) plane, we focus on them51 mode, wherek
5p/L8 and introduce Eq.~27! into Eq. ~20! to obtain

k15p2Dw /L825p2Dw /~2l R1g8!2. ~28!

Using Eq.~26! and replacingl R by rg in Eq. ~28! yields a
quadratic equation ing, which may be solved forg(r ,k1)
and hencel R(r ,k1), allowing us to perform the desired tran
formation of thek12cr curve. The result is shown as curve
in Fig. 4~c!.

The in-phase oscillations found in our full heterogeneo
system do not emerge from analysis of system A-I, but c
be understood from the behavior of system B-I. In-pha
oscillations are found when the gap is large, which is equi
lent to a long time delay for the ‘‘coupled reactors.’’ Inte
estingly, the resulting oscillations@Fig. 5~d!# are strongly re-
laxational, resembling periodic switching between tw
steady states, which correspond to the two new SS’s of

.
s
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coupled system. The uncoupled Brusselator model is q
‘‘soft’’ and yields sinusoidal-like rather than relaxation-typ
oscillations.

The subcritical Turing instability found in our approx
mations also arises in the full system. If we take the Tur
pattern as the initial condition, we find a significant enlarg
ment of its domain of stability@Fig. 4~d!#. In particular, Tur-
ing patterns remain stable even for values of 2l R greater than
the stability limit lT/2 obtained from the linear stability
analysis. The subcritical Turing domain lies between cur
1 and 3 in Fig. 4~d!. Small initial perturbations to the homo
geneous steady state decay in this region, while superthr
old perturbations cause a transition to the Turing patte
Note that, in contrast to previous work, the subcriticality
Turing patterns is obtained here by varying the syst
length, rather than the kinetic parameters or the diffus
coefficients.

To find an analytical expression for curve 3, whic
marks the boundary of the subcritical Turing region in F
4~d!, we replacek12T(517.77) by the valuek12ST(57.05)
found above and setp50.53(k12T /k12ST)

1/2 in Eqs. ~25!
or ~27!.

F. Several microreactors

We also performed simulations over a range of para
eter values for a system consisting of several identical
croreactors separated by identical gaps. The boundaries
tween regions seen in Fig. 4 change very little, though
Turing domain expands slightly at the expense of the
domain. If l R andg are sufficiently smaller thanlT , a group
of neighboring reactors can have identical states@Fig. 6~a!#.
This effect is caused by the fact that the signaling speciew,
which diffuses throughout the system, aspires to have a c

FIG. 6. Stationary Turing structures@~a! and ~b!# and in-phase oscillations
@~c! and~d!# for eight coupled in-line microreactors with lengthl R separated
by identical gaps.l R /lT5g/lT5(a) 0.02,~b! 0.2; for ~c! and ~d! l R /lT

50.05, g/lT51.5. ~d! time series ofu recorded at centers of all eigh
reactors.~c! is a snapshot at a single instant; sharp peaks areu; smooth,
continuous curve is 10(w20.8).
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centration profile with wavelengthlT . To do so, it must vary
on a length scale that encompasses several adjacent mic
actors. If L is close tolT , we obtain a Turing pattern in
which adjacent microreactors are in opposite stationary st
@Fig. 6~b!#. A domain of in-phase oscillations is also foun
for this system of multiple coupled microreactors@Figs. 6~c!
and 6~d!#.

III. COUPLING THROUGH THE ACTIVATOR:
WAVE INSTABILITY

In this section we consider a system with the geome
shown in Fig. 1, in which the signaling variablew is linearly
coupled with the activatoru. The general form of such a
system is

]u/]t5 f ~u,n!2cu1dw1Du]2u/]x2, ~29!

]n/]t5g~u,n!1Dv]2n/]x2, ~30!

]w/]t5cu2dw1Dw]2w/]x2, ~31!

where Du5Dv5Dw in the reactors, andDu5Dv5u5n
50 in the gap.

Since, as we show below, this system generates ou
phase oscillations, we very briefly review rhythmogenesis
out-of-phase oscillations. The first attempt to generate o
of-phase oscillations, in the so-called ‘‘echo’’ regime, whe
two cells are excited in turn, was made by Krinskyet al.14

with a strongly relaxational system~FitzHugh–Nagumo-type
model!. Although they obtained several pulses, the osci
tions were not stable and soon died out. Tyson26 successfully
generated echo waves in the Oregonator model of
Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction by coupling the activa
variables in two identical reactors. For very narrow ranges
the time-scale factor«, the coupling strength, and the initia
conditions, he obtained stable out-of-phase oscillatio
which coexisted with in-phase damped oscillations and
homogeneous steady-state solution for other initial con
tions. The excitability of the system and its strong rela
ational character~smallness of«! were essential for the out
of-phase oscillations. Below we show that system~29!–~31!
can generate out-of-phase oscillations for any initial con
tions as a result of the wave instability.

A. Linear stability analysis: PDE’s for system A-II
and ODE’s for system B-II

Using the same approach as in Sec. II, we can explo
homogeneous approximation, system A-II~the analog of sys-
tem A-I, but with coupling through the activator!, with Du

5Dv50 and DwÞ0 for preliminary analysis of the wave
properties of the full heterogeneous system~29!–~31! that
has Du5Dv5DwÞ0 in the reactors. The characterist
equation for the eigenvalues of the linearized system A-I

U f u2c2L f v d

gu gv2L 0

c 0 2d2L2k2Dw

U
5M02k2DwM150, ~32!

where
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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M05~ f u2c2L!~gv2L!~2d2L!

2cd~gv2L!2 f vgu~2d2L!, ~33!

M15~ f u2c2L!~gv2L!2 f vgu . ~34!

Proceeding as in Sec. II, we can also construct a cou
reactor approximation, which yields the characteristic eq
tion for system B-II~see next section!:

~M02k1M1!~2k1rM 01LM02Lk1M1!50 ~35!

and Eq.~20! again relates the wave number of the patte
formation approach to the coupling constant in the coup
reactor approximation.

Dispersion curves calculated from Eq.~35! with the
Brusselator model are shown in Fig. 7. Curves Re1 and
correspond to the most positive eigenvalues obtained f
the first and second factors, respectively, in Eq.~35!. Both
eigenvalues have nonzero imaginary parts when Re(L).0,
which implies that the system has a wave instability. W
denote the zeroes of Re1, which is independent ofr, by
(k1)min and (k1)max. The zeros of Re2 tend to (k1)min and
(k1)max asr→0. As r increases, the maximum of curve Re
decreases and reaches 0 at some critical value. The de
dence of the zeros of Re2 onr is shown in Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!
as curve 3.

The wave properties of system A-II are depicted
Fig. 7~b!, which shows the transformed (k5mp/L) curve
Re1 from Fig. 7~a! for several wave modesm. The char-
acteristic wavelengthlw is given by 2p/k0 , where k0

FIG. 7. ~a! Dispersion relations for systems A-II and B-II (k15k2Dw).
Brusselator parameters:a52.85, b511, c52, d55; Du5Dv50, Dw

5100; r 50.025. lm1 and lm2 are almost identical; shown is ‘‘Im
5Im2/50. ~b! System A-II. Transformed curve Re1 (k5mp/L) for wave
modesm51, 2, and 3.lw52p/k0517.923, wherek0 corresponds to the
maximum of curve Re1 in~a!, with k5(k1 /Dw)1/2. For m51, (L/lw)min

50.22, (L/lw)max50.84. Maximum of curve 2 is atL5lw . ~c! and ~d!
Parametric diagrams for system B-II in thek12r plane for~c! antisymmet-
ric and ~d! symmetric perturbations of the homogeneous steady s
(k1)min54.3 ~line 1!, (k1)max565 ~line 2! @values ofk1 at which Re 150 in
~a!#. Curve 3 showsk1 at which Re 250. D, out-of phase oscillations;j,
in-phase oscillations;1, steady state~SS!.
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curve Re1. For two coupled small reactors we expect to fi
only the m51 ~half wavelength! mode; therefore we focus
on curve 1 and its zeros. IfL,Lmin , at which Re(l)50 for
m51 (Lmin /lw50.22), no oscillations are possible.

B. Steady states: System B-II

The equations for system B-II are

dui /dt5 f ~ui ,n i !2cui1dwi , ~36!

dn i /dt5g~ui ,n i !, ~37!

dwi /dt5cui2dwi2k1~wi2w3!, ~38!

dw3 /dt52k1r ~2w32w12w2!, ~148!

wherei 51, 2. By an algorithm analogous to that employ
in Sec. II @Eq. ~21!#, the steady states of system B-II a
found from

f ~u1s ,n1s!52 f ~u2s ,n2s! ~39!

by solvingg(u,n)50 for theuis in terms of then is and then
solving

u2s5u1s22~11d/k1! f ~u1s ,n1s!/c

and substituting it into Eq.~39!. For the Brusselator mode
Eq. ~39! yields

a2u152~11d/k1!~a2u1!/c ~40!

which has only one root,u15a5u2 . Note that the analo-
gous Eq.~22! may have up to five roots. More generally, w
expect that in systems similar to the Brusselator, like
Oregonator or the Lengyel–Epstein model, where the act
tor kinetics are highly nonlinear and the inhibitior kinetic
are ~nearly! linear, coupling through the activator will no
generate additional roots.

C. Numerical calculations: ODE’s for system B-II

Though, as was the case in Fig. 2~a!, the simple linear
stability analysis applied here does not differentiate betw
anti-symmetric and symmetric perturbations, curves Re1
Re2 in Fig. 7~a! enable us to distinguish between differe
symmetric perturbations of the homogeneous steady stat
our simulations, we therefore applied both types of pertur
tions as we did in Sec. II. Figures 7~c! and 7~d! show para-
metric diagrams for antisymmetric and symmetric pertur
tions, respectively. Curves 1 and 2 correspond to (k1)min and
(k1)max, respectively. Whenk1 lies between these values
any r, antisymmetric perturbation always produces out-
phase oscillations in system B-II. For symmetric perturb
tions, in-phase oscillations occur for thosek1 andr for which
Re 2.0 @points between curves 1 and 2 and to the left
curve 3 in Fig. 7~d!#. In a small neighborhood of curve 3
out-of-phase oscillations were found. For all other points
the r 2k1 plane, system B-II generates homogeneous ste
states.

e.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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D. Numerical calculations:
PDE’s for full system „29…–„31…

The results of our simulations of the full system, varyi
l R andg, are shown in Fig. 8. For both symmetric and an
symmetric perturbations, the only stable, nonstationary
havior we observe consists of out-of-phase oscillatio
These occur between curves 1 and 2, which correspon
Lmin andLmax, the zeroes of Re~L! on curve 1 in Fig. 7~b!.
For small l R and largeg, the domain of oscillations is nar
rower then the distance between curves 1 and 2. Remnan
the in-phase oscillations found for symmetrical perturbat
of system B-II@Fig. 7~d!# can be seen below curve 3, whic
corresponds to curve 3 of Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!. In this domain,
symmetric perturbation generates long-lasting, transient,
phase oscillations~tens of oscillation periods!, which slowly
transform into out-of-phase oscillations. A typical examp
of out-of-phase oscillations is shown in the inset of Fig.
These soft, nearly sinusoidal oscillations are in striking c
trast to the relaxationlike oscillations seen in Fig. 5~d! for the
case of coupling through the inhibitor.

E. Several microreactors

Simulations performed for a system of several identi
reactors separated by identical gaps~Fig. 9! demonstrate tha
the wave properties of the entire system control the behav
When L50.75lw , where modem52 possesses the large
Re~L! @Fig. 7~b!#, we obtain standing waves withm52 @one
wavelength, Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!#. When L51.5lw , mode
m53 dominates, and we see standing waves with one a
half wavelengths@Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!#.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have developed here a general approach for stud
heterogeneous systems consisting of ‘‘active’’ droplets,
which we employ both continuous~PDE! and discrete
~ODE! approximate descriptions of the system. Starting fr
subsystems that each have only a single stable steady

FIG. 8. Parametric diagram for full system~29!–~31!. All oscillations~filled
triangles! are out of phase for both symmetric and antisymmetric pertur
tion, 1 indicates SS. Open triangles mark transient in-phase oscillation
symmetrical initial perturbation, which decay into out-of-phase oscillatio
L/lw50.84 for line 1 and 0.22 for line 2. Curve 3 corresponds to curve 3
Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!. Inset: typical out-of-phase oscillations atl R /lw50.3
andg/lw50.01; u1 andu2 are concentrations ofu at the centers of left and
right reactors, which are nearly homogeneous.
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we showed that by varying the total system lengthL ~e.g., by
changing the size of the gap between droplets!, which for a
given mode is equivalent to variation of the wave numbek,
we could cause the real part of an eigenvalue of the Jaco
matrix to become positive, thereby leading to a new syst
behavior: Turing patterns, in-phase oscillations, or wave
stability.

Experiments in which micro-oscillators are coupled ha
been conducted with the aid of cation-exchange beads loa
with a catalyst for the BZ reaction.27,28 In these experiments
both activator and inhibitor were able to diffuse betwe
beads. Coupling experiments with macroscopic BZ react
with all species coupled and nearly identical feed concen
tions, yielded in-phase and out-of-phase oscillations as w
as inhomogeneous~Turing! steady states and ranges of bis
bility among these dynamical states.29 In our experiments
with the BZ-AOT system,1–3 mass exchange between nan
droplets also leads to diffusion of the activator and inhibi
throughout the medium, but their diffusion coefficients a
much smaller than that of the signaling species diffusing
rectly through the oil phase. Small water droplets in an
phase, produced by microfluidic devices in microchannel30

would provide an attractive system to test our predictio
experimentally.31,32Living cells or microorganisms may als
offer such an opportunity.33

The existence of a subcritical Turing bifurcation has im
plications for the velocity of fronts in systems of this type.
calculating the front velocity of expanding Turing patterns
the Lengyel–Epstein model, Jensenet al.34 showed that val-
ues obtained from direct simulations of PDE’s differed s
nificantly from those given by the theory developed
Ben-Jacobet al.35 and van Saarloos36,37 in the range of pa-
rameterb where subcritical Turing bifurcation occurs. If th
subcritical region corresponds to bistability between differ
stable steady states separated by an unstable one, as we
argued here, then application of the theory, which assu
fronts propagating between an unstable steady state a
stable one cannot give correct results.

We are aware of only one mechanism in the lite

-
or
.
FIG. 9. Examples of standing waves for eight coupled in-line reactors w
total lengthL58l R17g5(a) and~b! 0.75lw , ~c! and ~d! 1.5lw at l R5g
5(a) and ~b! 0.05lw , ~c! and ~d! 0.1lw . Snapshot pairs~a!–~b! and
~c!–~d! are separated in time byT/2, whereT51.38 is the period of oscil-
lation. Smooth curve is 20(w21); histograms showu.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ature38,39 that leads to nonequilibrium dynamical patter
with submicron or even nanometer wavelengthsl
5(r 0l D)1/2 much shorter then the diffusion lengthl D

5(Dt)1/2, where r 0 is the radius of a thermodynamicall
stable nanostructure, like water nanodroplets~micelles! or
other molecular clusters.40 The mechanism explored her
suggests that if we have a thermodynamically stable st
ture ~e.g., two droplets with a gap, as in Fig. 1! even with
very short total length (L! l D), a nonequilibrium Turing pat-
tern ~half wavelength, modem51) can develop within this
structure. As we suggest above, such structures can be
ated with microfluidic devices, or in water-in-oil-in-wate
droplets,30–32,41or even found in living cells.

Note that the wavelength of the Turing pattern that ac
ally develops in two isolated coupled drops depends on
total lengthL of the system and can be either significan
smaller than the intrinsic Turing wavelengthlT or larger
than lT @for a large gap, shown in Figs. 4~b!–4~d!#. The
existence of very small Turing wavelengths results from
plateau in the dispersion curves ask→` @curve Re1 in Fig.
2~a!#. The dependence of the Turing wavelength on the s
tem geometry in this heterogeneous system differs from
geometry independence of the intrinsic Turing wavelen
found in homogeneous systems.

If the diffusion coefficients of the species inside a sing
droplet differ significantly, for example, in an AOT micro
emulsion loaded with the BZ system,1–3 where, with appro-
priate scaling,Dv'Du51, Dw'100, and we have wave in
stability with a dispersion curve like Re1 in Fig. 7~a!, the
behavior of a single droplet with nonzero flux boundary co
ditions ~e.g., in a large medium where onlyw can diffuse!
may depend on its sizel R , even whenl R!lw when Re(L)
,0. Sincew outside the droplet is approximately consta
we may assume that at the droplet’s boundaryw5wSS, and
Eqs.~29!–~31! at the boundary become

du/dt5 f ~u,n!2cu1dwss, ~29s!

dn/dt5g~u,n!. ~30s!

For some system parameters~e.g., the Brusselator witha
52.81,b511, c52, d55, andwSS5ac/d), Eqs.~29s! and
~30s! may give rise to oscillations, with Re(L).0 at k50.
Thus the boundary may serve as a source of oscillations
large surface to volume ratios, this phenomenon may lea
bulk oscillations in the droplet at smalll R(,lw/100), while
for larger l R ~but smaller than (l R)min , at which Re(L)50),
the droplet remains in the steady state, as the boundary e
is insufficient to dominate in the droplet bulk. We have ve
fied this result by direct simulations without assuming th
w5wSS at the droplet boundary.

The accuracy of the homogeneous approximation, s
tem A, increases as the ratior (5 l R /g) increases, while the
coupled reactor approximation, system B, becomes more
propriate asr→0. Both approximations yield insights int
the properties of the full heterogeneous system shown in
1 and allow us to bring together the languages of ‘‘patt
formation’’ and ‘‘coupled oscillators.’’ For example, we hav
pointed out the correspondence between the inhomogen
steady states of two coupled reactors and Turing patterns
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homogeneous system and have shown that the Tu
maxima and minima are well approximated by these ste
states. The out-of-phase oscillations found in ‘‘coupled os
lators’’ are equivalent to a wave instability in the ‘‘patter
formation’’ formulation. The coupling strengthk1 in the
former approach is related by Eq.~20! to the wave numberk
of the latter. Heterogeneous systems, in which both the a
vator and inhibitor in subsystems are coupled through m
senger molecules, should be capable of displaying even m
complex behavior than we have described here. While
should be possible to design microfluidic chemical syste
that display the behavior predicted in this work, these id
may have their most important applications to morphog
esis and the dynamics of microorganisms.
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